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Abstract
Learning about actions requires children to identify the boundaries of an action and its
units. Whereas some action units are easily identified, parents can support children’s
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In the current study, we investigate the possibility that communicative signals are a
particularly suitable cue for segmenting events. We investigated this hypothesis by
presenting 18-month-old children (N = 60) with short action sequences consisting of
toy animals either hopping or sliding across a board into a house, but interrupting this
two-step sequence either (a) using an ostensive signal as a segmentation cue, (b) using a
non-ostensive segmentation cue and (c) without additional segmentation information
between the actions.
Marking the boundary using communicative signals increased children’s imitation of
the less salient sliding action. Imitation of the hopping action remained unaffected.
Crucially, marking the boundary of both actions using a non-communicative control
condition did not increase imitation of either action. Communicative signals might be
particularly suitable in segmenting non-salient actions that would otherwise be perceived as part of another action or as non-intentional. These results provide evidence
of the importance of ostensive signals at event boundaries in scaffolding children’s
learning.
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1

INTRODUCTION

wide range of behavioural adaptations and social signals. So far, parents’ modifications of child-directed actions have been studied with-

Children are avid social learners. From the age of 9 months, they antic-

out direct reference to how these adaptations may contribute to the

ipate the goals of other social agents (Biro, 2013; Gredebäck et al.,

segmentation of action sequences. There are a number of recent find-

2009; Reid et al., 2009) and start intentionally imitating other peo-

ings, however, that suggest that communicative signals may also con-

ple’s actions during their second postnatal year (Jones, 2007, 2009).

tribute to the segmentation of event sequences, and may be particu-

Caregivers support children’s learning of novel information using a

larly important for children’s action learning. In the present study, we
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tested whether 18-month-old children can use a brief exposure to a
communicative signal to segment an action sequence and subsequently
adjust which parts of the action sequence they imitate.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
∙ We investigate the role of direct gaze and infant directed
speech in segmenting action sequences in 18-month-old

2
CHILDREN’S ACTION IMITATION IS
SELECTIVE

children.
∙ Children are more likely to imitate parts of an action
sequence if the boundaries of its units are marked by a
short burst of gaze and infant-directed-speech, compared

Actions are intentional, goal-directed movements. These features dis-

to a non-ostensive signal of the agent pausing and saying

tinguish them from incidental movements and events. Already from an
early age, infants show an understanding of actions as goal-directed
(Biro et al., 2014; Csibra, 2003; Verschoor et al., 2013) and distinguish

‘hmm,’ or no boundary marking.
∙ The increase in imitation is only seen for the non-salient
action type; the salient action type shows high levels of

between actions that are carried out in an efficient and non-efficient
manner in relation to the action goal (Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Gredebäck & Melinder, 2011). Children do not blindly imitate all actions

imitation irrespective of the boundary marking condition.
∙ Ostensive signals act as communicative signals of temporal reference, delineating the different units of an action

exactly the way they are shown (cf. Csibra, 2008), but selectively imi-

sequence for toddlers.

tate the parts of the action (Carpenter et al., 1998; Király et al., 2013).
For example, they will imitate a model turning on a lamp with their
head, but only if there is no other rational explanation for this inefficient action manner (e.g. the model’s hands were occupied, Gergely
et al., 2002; Király et al., 2013).

ching goal (‘making coffee’) or by the units that comprise the action,

Children’s selective imitation is also evident in studies by Carpen-

for example, grinding the coffee, boiling the water, filling the coffee

ter et al. (2005) and Southgate et al. (2009): here, children were pre-

press with coffee and subsequently water and pressing the coffee press

sented with a toy animal hopping or sliding into a toy house. When

down. These actions comprise the action sequence of the action ‘making

the hopping and sliding motions were presented on their own, children

coffee’, which in turn may be part of the overarching action sequence

chose to imitate these actions to a high degree. However, children were

of ‘preparing breakfast’. As we can see, most actions consist of different

less likely to imitate the manner of the action when it was presented

action units with their own goals and sub-goals. At the same time, they

together with a clear goal, for example, putting the animal in the house,

do not exist as isolated events, but are part of a wider action sequence

even though children were still more likely to imitate the hopping than

(Zacks et al., 2009). In the current paper, we will therefore refer to the

sliding (Carpenter et al., 2005). Furthermore, children who were told

highest relevant level of analysis of the description as the action, which

about the goal of the action were more likely to imitate the action’s

comprises of action units. Therefore, observing actions (and potentially

manner, compared to children who observed manner and outcome of

carrying out actions Hommel et al., 2001) shares many features with a

the action, or discovered the outcome on their own (Southgate et al.,

general description of events, enriched by goals and intentions (Zacks

2009). Data from younger children indicates that 6-month-old infants

et al., 2009).

are less likely to notice changes in the transition between different

According to Event Segmentation Theory (Zacks & Swallow, 2007;

outcomes, compared to a change of the target locations. For example,

Zacks et al., 2009), segmenting a stream of events plays an important

they are less likely to notice when a self-propelled ball bounces down

role in the comprehension, anticipation and subsequent imitation of

before reaching its goal location after seeing it go on a straight line dur-

event sequences (Baldwin et al., 2001; Zacks et al., 2001, 2007, 2009).

ing habituation, compared to a change from one target goal location to

The identification and segmentation of event boundaries are just as

another (Hespos et al., 2009). Therefore, children’s focus on the out-

important as the identification of objects in space. Events can be seg-

come of the action demonstrated in Carpenter et al. (2005) and South-

mented based on low-level features, such as motion cues, or prior,

gate et al. (2009) could be explained by the perceptual failure of seg-

higher-order knowledge of the event (Zacks & Swallow, 2007). Adults

menting both actions and/or assigning intentionality to both parts of

are able to segment actions into finer or coarser units when requested

the action sequence.

(Zacks, 2004; Zacks et al., 2009). Already 10- to 11-month-old infants
demonstrate sensitivity to event structures, looking longer at actions
paused mid-stream, compared to those where the pause coincided with

3
THE STRUCTURE OF ACTIONS DETERMINES
HOW ACTIONS ARE UNDERSTOOD

an event boundary (Baldwin et al., 2001). It is likely that visual features
of the action stream are important contributors in identifying potential
goals.

Like events, most actions can be described on different levels. They

Understanding actions as hierarchical structures has important

are hierarchically organised, with simpler action units nested in higher-

implications for children’s imitation of actions as well: as we have seen

order action plans (Elman, 1990; Zacks & Tversky, 2001). The action of

in the study by Carpenter et al. (2005), children ignore parts of an

making a cup of coffee, for example, may be described by said overar-

action sequence when focusing on another part, even though they are
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capable of imitating the sequence on its own when no overarching goal

to explicit teaching contexts, but also free play (Sage & Baldwin,

is present. From an event segmentation perspective, the children who

2012).

ignored the action manner potentially did not segment both actions,

Caregivers also use a second type of communicative signals, refer-

but saw the manner as only instrumental in getting the animal into

ential signals, to link the content of an interaction to the world around

the house. Interestingly, although imitation of both manner actions

them. For example, through the use of pointing and gaze following,

was reduced when the goal of putting the animal into the house was

caregivers can restrict the number of possible referents (Senju et al.,

present, overall fewer children imitated the sliding compared to the

2008; Woodward & Guajardo, 2002). Children start to follow pointing

hopping action. This might be because the hopping action can be more

and gaze during their first year of life (Morissette et al., 1995; Senju

readily identified as an action on its own, as it is more repetitive, has

& Csibra, 2008) and identify the targets of pointing between 15 and

a larger movement range and the additional effort and energy expen-

18 months (Morissette et al., 1995). These signals fulfil an important

diture marks it as an intentional action. The children in the study by

role of providing spatial reference and thereby restrict the number of

Southgate et al. (2009) on the other hand did not ignore the manner of

possible referents in space (cf. Clark, 2003).

the action if they were made aware of the outcome of the action osten-

Learning about actions also requires temporal information to iden-

sively prior to the action demonstration. Knowing the outcome of the

tify potential candidate units for predicting and imitating an action

action before might have helped children to perceive the action as its

sequence. Currently, there is no research into whether a similar ref-

own event. Using this information, children are then able to recognise

erential signal exists in the temporal domain. Such a marker may be

the manner as a separate event, in the same way that recognising famil-

particularly important in segmenting events and action units that can-

iar words within a stream of syllables allows for the recognition of new

not reliably be identified through observation and therefore may be

candidate words.

particularly important for event learning in general, and action learning in particular. A temporal marker to denote the beginnings and ends
of actions and their units may be just as important for learning about

4
CAREGIVERS MODIFY AND ADAPT ACTIONS
IN TEACHING CONTEXTS AND PLAY

actions in the same way that protodeclarative pointing enables the dis-

Caregivers adapt and adjust how they present actions to children to

reliably identified through observation, caregivers’ use of signals or

make them more accessible for learning. Infant-directed actions are

cues that help to segment individual action units could potentially sup-

often presented in an exaggerated manner (Brand et al., 2002; Koterba

port children’s learning of these actions. Indeed, previous research has

& Iverson, 2009; Rutherford & Przednowek, 2012; Schaik et al., 2020;

found that parents are more likely to look toward and address children

Williamson & Brand, 2014), are highly repetitive (Brand et al., 2009)

at action boundaries (Brand et al., 2007, 2013; Williamson & Brand,

and caregivers interrupt and emphasise the boundaries of action units

2014). Children are also more likely to imitate an action if a model

(Williamson & Brand, 2014). This balance between variation and rep-

looks at them during event boundaries (Williamson & Brand, 2014) and

etition may be particularly suitable for learning and retaining atten-

parents reduce the amount of direct gaze at action boundaries with

tion (Brand et al., 2009; Goldstein et al., 2010; Twomey & Wester-

increasing age (and presumably prior knowledge) of their child (Brand

mann, 2017; Twomey et al., 2017) and increases the capacity to learn

et al., 2007).

ambiguation of different objects.
Especially when the boundaries of events and actions cannot be

from socially presented actions, compared to actions that children only
observe incidentally.

Many of these signals used by parents at event boundaries also signal the presence of communication, such as direct gaze and infant-

In addition, caregivers also use other social signals to ease and

directed speech. Direct gaze may be a particularly suitable signal to

support infant learning. According to Natural Pedagogy Theory (Csi-

segment events and actions. Newborn infants already prefer looking at

bra & Gergely, 2009, 2011), children have an innate sensitivity to

eyes with the contrast polarity of the human pupil/sclera, but not the

some social signals that inform them of the presence of a commu-

inverse contrast polarity (Farroni et al., 2005). Faces and gaze also play

nicative interaction. Natural Pedagogy builds upon dual intentions

an important role during early development, as during early infancy,

of communication—the intention to communicate, and the intention

faces are dominant stimuli (Fausey et al., 2016). This sensitivity and

of transmitting the content of the message (c.f. Sperber & Wilson,

high frequency of exposure might help children to pay attention to

1995; Sperber & Wilson, 2002). Although young infants are unlikely to

faces as signifiers of interactions that are directed towards them. In

already possess the meta-cognitive skills to interpret these informative

adults, brief periods of direct gaze interrupts working memory and

intentions, Csibra (2010) suggests that infants have an early sensitiv-

delays response times in a visual search task. Direct gaze also provides

ity towards direct gaze, infant-directed speech and contingent interac-

the listener with feedback during dialogue (e.g. Bavelas et al., 2002;

tions that signal caregivers’ communicative intention. When addressed

Hömke et al., 2017). Furthermore, direct gaze is common even in cul-

with these ostensive signals, children expect that caregivers will pro-

tures considered to be gaze-avoidant (Haensel et al., 2021). Because

vide them with generalisable information (Csibra & Gergely, 2009;

of its privileged role and potentially disruptive properties, adults’ use

Csibra & Shamsudheen, 2015). This very simple code-based system

of direct gaze and infant-directed speech at action boundaries may

allows children to rapidly learn and acquire culturally relevant knowl-

help children to break up and identify individual parts of an incom-

edge (Csibra & Gergely, 2009, 2011). Their use is not just restricted

ing stream of actions. Therefore, children might not only use ostensive
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signals to infer the presence of communication, but also to segment an

segment the action sequence. If the results mirror the communicative

incoming event or action sequence. In the following study, we investi-

condition, we can infer that children also use non-communicative sig-

gate whether children use a social signal that is traditionally seen as an

nals to segment action sequences. This would suggest that children use

ostensive signal to segment an action stream by directly comparing the

such interruptions to segment and learn about actions and will inform

effect of a social marker, a non-social marker and a baseline condition

us whether communicative signals are more suitable than other, non-

without a boundary marker in segmenting a short action sequence.

communicative, interruptions.

We investigated this question by adapting the paradigm used by

Finally, because imitation of the putting-the-animal-into-the-house

Carpenter et al. (2005) and Southgate et al. (2009). Their finding, that

action was already high in previous studies, we do not expect that chil-

children frequently imitate the outcome of the action but are much less

dren’s imitation of the action outcome will be affected by additional

likely to imitate its manner, could be interpreted as a failure to seg-

segmentation information.

ment both action units. Instead, children perceive the action sequence
of hopping or sliding into the house as part of a single action unit
and consequently focus only on the outcome. If that was indeed the

5

METHODS

case, children’s imitation of the action’s manner might increase if the
action sequence of hopping/sliding the animal into the house is inter-

The methodology, hypotheses and analyses were preregistered on

rupted between both action units, for example by addressing the chil-

aspredicted.org, reference number #5771 for the baseline and marked-

dren using direct gaze and infant-directed speech. This raises the ques-

communicative conditions and #19880 for the marked-control condi-

tion of whether certain signals, such as communicative signals, are par-

tion. To account for missing data on the subject level, we deviated from

ticularly suitable to segment such an event sequence, or whether any

the original hypothesis #5771 by using Generalised Linear Models with

interruption of the action sequence is sufficient to mark both action

item and subject random effects instead of ANOVAs.

units as separate units and subsequently increase the imitation of the
action’s manner. We investigated this question in a between-subjects
experiment by presenting three groups of 18-month-old toddlers the

5.1

Participants

same action sequences in three different conditions.
mouse-

The final sample contained 60 18-month-old toddlers (mean: 18 m, min:

hopping/sliding-into-a-house sequence used by Carpenter et al.

The

Baseline

condition

was

comparable

to

the

17.5 m, max: 18.5 m, 28 female), with 20 children in each condition. An

(2005) and the no-prior-information condition reported in the study

additional 11 toddlers were tested, but excluded due to being unwill-

by Southgate et al. (2009). Like Southgate et al. (2009), we used only

ing to engage with the game (8), parental or sibling interference during

one house rather than two houses like in Carpenter et al. (2005).

all trials (2), incorrect age at time of testing (1). Eight of these children

Additionally, we added a communicative signal (a short exclamation

were in the communicative condition, two in the baseline condition

of ‘Wow’ combined with direct gaze) after the entire hopping/sliding-

and one in the non-communicative control condition. Written informed

into-the-house sequence was completed, to ensure that the same

consent was provided by the caregivers and procedures were in accor-

amount of ostensive signals are used compared to the communicative

dance with institutional protocols.

condition.
In the Communicative condition, exactly the same linguistic and communicative signals were used. However, the short communicative sig-

5.2

Materials

nal was now presented after the hopping/sliding action and before
putting the animal into the house. If social signals aid children’s action

The actions were presented on a green cardboard mat (42 × 60 cm)

segmentation, establishing direct gaze and addressing the child with

with a small cardboard house (yellow, red). Four small toy animals (fox,

infant-directed speech at the boundary between the hopping/sliding

rabbit, hedgehog, squirrel, all approximately 6−8-cm tall) were used to

event and putting the animal into the house should help them interpret

act out the actions. The animals were kept in a small, colourful box prior

both action units as separate units worthy of imitation. We predicted

to the experiment. Additionally, we used a wooden stacking game dur-

that, if segmented in such way, imitation of the manner should increase

ing the warm-up phase.

for both types of action, because children now perceive both actions as
distinct action events.
Not all kinds of interruptions may, however, lead to the successful

5.3

Procedure

segmentation and subsequent imitation of the manner action unit. In
the Control condition, we investigated whether a non-communicative

Toddlers were sitting on their caregiver’s lap. After a warm-up session

signal—the actor paused, looked down and said ‘Hmmm’—would also

to familiarise the toddlers with the room and the experimenter, the

affect children’s manner imitation. Therefore, the condition is identi-

experimenter presented each animal to the toddler with a short state-

cal to the Communicative condition, except for the signal used to mark

ment (e.g. ‘The squirrel has a bushy tail’). The toddler was allowed to

the boundary between both action units. If the results mirror the base-

play with all animals for approximately 1 min. Afterwards, the animals

line condition, we can infer that children do not use any interruption to

were returned to the box and the experimenter revealed the board
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F I G U R E 1 Illustration of the procedure and the three experimental conditions investigated. In the baseline condition, children were presented
with the animal hopping or sliding into a house. In the marked-communicative condition, the action sequence was interrupted after the hopping
and sliding but before putting the animal into the house, by the experimenter looking at the child and saying ‘Wow!’, that is, signals commonly
understood as ostensive. In the marked-control condition, the experimenter interrupted the action by saying ‘Hmmmm!’. Crucially, the baseline
condition also included an additional ‘Wow!’ at the end of the sequence, to control for the amount of ostensive signals children received

with the house. The modelling phase began during which the experi-

dren saw the action in the boundary-marked Communicative condi-

menter took out one animal, placed it on the board and said: ‘Look what

tion, one third in the boundary-marked non-communicative control

the [animal] does!’ (German original: ‘Schau mal, was das [Tier] macht!’).

condition and one third in the boundary unmarked control Baseline

He then moved the animal across the table with either the sliding or the

condition.

hopping action.
In the marked-communicatively condition, the experimenter looked
up to the toddler and said ‘Wow’ after the hopping/sliding movement,

5.4

Coding

but before putting the animal into the house. In the baseline condition,
the adult put the animal into the house before looking towards and

Infants were scored on whether they (1) imitated the action man-

addressing the child.

ner, (2) imitated the goal/outcome of the action. In line with previous

In the marked-control condition, the experimenter looked down, put

research (Carpenter et al., 2005; Southgate et al., 2009), the action

his hand to the chin and said ‘Hmmmm’ after the hopping/sliding move-

manner was coded as sliding when the animal moved continuously

ment, but before putting the animal into the house.

without breaking contact with the mat. The child imitated the hop-

In the baseline condition, the experimenter did not pause between

ping action, when the animal broke contact and made contact at least

the hopping/sliding and putting animal into the house, but said ‘Wow’

once again with the mat. For the analysis, only the previously mod-

after putting the animal into the house to ensure the type and amount of

elled behaviour was coded as 1, any other non-modelled behaviour

verbal information remained the same when contrasted with the other

(e.g. hopping during a sliding trial) was coded as 0. The goal of putting

conditions.

the animal into the house was achieved if the child put the animal

After the animal was put into the house, the experimenter said
‘Great, the animal went into the house. Now it is your turn!’ (German

into the house at least once, even if the child removed the animal
afterwards.

original: ‘Toll, das Tier ist ins Haus gegangen. Jetzt bist du dran!’) before

Children were included in the analysis if they contributed at least

pushing the board to the child. Each trial demonstration lasted approxi-

any two out of the four trials. After coding, a total of 220 trials were

mately 10 s, and the child had 30 s to respond. If the child did not engage

included in the analysis (111 hopping, 109 sliding). An additional 20 tri-

with the animal, the experimenter encouraged the child by saying ‘Now

als (nine hopping, 11 sliding) were excluded from the analysis due to the

you can play with it!’ (‘Jetzt kannst du damit spielen’), ‘Now it is your

child refusing to touch the animal or being fussy (11), parental interfer-

turn’ (‘Jetzt bist du dran’) or similar. If the child attempted to pull the

ence (7) and experimenter error (2). An overview of the total number of

house off the board, the experimenter said: ‘That is attached’ (‘Das ist

included trials for each condition, children’s behaviour across trials and

fest.’). A visual illustration of the procedure is shown in Figure 1.

conditions and the total number of trials included for conditions can be

Each child was presented with up to four trials of the actions.

found in Supplementary Figures 1–5.

The actions were shown in a fixed order of sliding–hopping–hopping–

A second coder naïve to the hypothesis coded manner and outcome

sliding, (as recommended by Southgate et al., 2009). Boundary-marking

in the videos of 39 children. The interrater agreement was excellent for

was presented as a between-subjects factor: one third of the chil-

both manner κ = 0.90, p < 0.0001 and outcome κ = 0.94, p < 0.001.
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TA B L E 1 Model comparison between baseline, marked-communicative and marked-control condition for the first part of the action sequence,
the manner of putting the animal into the house
Par

AIC

BIC

logLik

Deviance

Null model

2

281.577

288.364

−138.788

277.577

Marker model

4

282.082

295.656

−137.041

274.082

3.495

2

0.174

Marker × Action Type
interaction

7

274.385

298.140

−130.192

260.385

13.697

3

0.003

5.5

Data analysis

Chisq

Df

Pr(>Chisq)

sets of the hopping/sliding action factor separately. Our results show
that the sliding action was imitated by only few children at baseline

Because some trials were missing, we decided to compute a Gener-

(M = 12%, 95% CI[5%, 27%]). Here, the marked-communicative con-

alised Linear Mixed Effects model based on the binomial distribution

dition shows a statistically significant increase in imitation (M = 39%,

using R (Version 4.0.3; R Core Team, 2019). Preprocessing was con-

95% CI[24%, 58%], β = 1.57, p = 0.015), but this effect could not be

ducted using the tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019) packages and sta-

found in the marked-control condition (M = 21%, 95% CI[10%, 39%], β

tistical models were built in lme4 (Bates et al., 2015). Based on our

= 0.72, p = 0.271). The hopping action was imitated by half the children

pre-registration, we compared a model with Boundary Marker (fac-

at baseline level (M = 50%, 95% CI[33%, 67%]). Marking the bound-

tor levels: baseline, marked-communicative, marked-control) to a null

ary communicatively (M = 42%, 95% CI[26%, 59%]) or with the con-

model containing the intercept only. In an exploratory analysis, we

trol intervention (M = 29%, 95% CI[16%, 46%]) did not significantly

also tested the interaction between action type (hopping/sliding) and

affect their imitation (baseline—marked-communicative: β = −0.38, p

boundary marking. We attempted to use the maximally converging

= 0.524, baseline—marked-control: β = −1.05, p = 0.103). A visual rep-

random effects structure in line with recommendations by Barr et al.

resentation of these results can be found in Figure 2(a).

(2013). However, all models that were more complex than a single

We investigated the effect of communication against the other two

intercept with participant number at random effect level failed to con-

conditions by investigating the subsets of the hopping and sliding data.

verge due to singularity or the optimizer failing to establish a reliable

We found that children imitate the sliding manner significantly more (β
= 1.20, p = 0.022) than in the other two conditions, but marking actions

solution to the model.

in the communicative condition did not have the same effect for the
hopping action (β = 0.13, p = 0.797).

6

RESULTS

Finally, we analysed the difference between the hopping/sliding
action for each of the condition levels separately. In line with previous

6.1

Manner imitation

studies using this paradigm (Carpenter et al., 2005), we found a difference in the imitation of the hopping and sliding action in the baseline

For the manner imitation in the baseline condition, in 18/36 trials chil-

condition, that is, the condition that replicates the original study most

dren imitated the hopping, and 5/39 the sliding action. In the marked-

closely (β = −2.01, p = 0.002). This difference was neither apparent

communicative condition, 16/38 imitated the hopping, and 14/35 the

in the marked-communicative (β = −0.10, p = 0.843), nor the marked-

sliding action. In the marked-control condition, 11/37 imitated the hop-

control condition (β = −0.41, p = 0.473).

ping, and 8/35 the sliding action.
We are primarily interested in whether children were more likely to
imitate the first action step if the boundary between the two action

6.2

Outcome imitation

steps was marked either communicatively or non-communicatively.
Overall, the model containing only the boundary marker conditions did

For the outcome imitation in the baseline condition, 33/36 children put

not perform better than the null model containing the intercept-only

the animal into the house after the hopping, and 34/39 after the slid-

null model (χ2 (3.50) = 2.00, p = 0.174). However, the model containing

ing action. In the marked-communicative condition, 36/38 imitated the

the interaction between boundary marker and action type performed

outcome action after hopping, and 32/35 after sliding action. In the

= 3.00,

marked-control condition, 34/37 imitated the outcome after the hop-

significantly better than the marker-only model

(χ2 (13.70)

p = 0.003) and the intercept only model (χ2 (17.19) = 5.00, p =
0.004). A detailed overview of the full comparison can be seen in
Table 1.

ping, and 31/35 the sliding action.
The analysis using a mixed-effects model with the same specifications as in the manner analysis suggested that the null model explains

To investigate the effect of the boundary marking on children’s imi-

the data best. Imitation of the action outcome was very high across all

tation of the action manner, we first compared the manner imitation

conditions and 90.91% of the children imitated the outcome (see Fig-

in the experimental groups to the baseline condition. To disentangle

ure 2(b)). Adding additional factors to account for boundary marker

the interaction effect, we investigated these differences on the sub-

(χ2 (0.09) = 2.00, p = 0.957) and the interaction between boundary
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(a)

(b)

Manner imitation
n.s.

1.00

Outcome imitation

1.00

n.s.

n.s.

Proportion of Imitation

0.75

0.75

*

0.50

Hop

0.50

Slide

0.25

0.25

0.00

0.00
Baseline

Communicative

Control

Baseline

Communicative

Control

F I G U R E 2 Proportion of imitation of the first action unit, the action’s manner (hopping/sliding) and the second action unit, putting the animal
into the box, for the baseline, marked-communicative and marked-control conditions. Error bars indicate upper and lower confidence intervals

marker and prior manner demonstration (χ2 (1.98) = 5.00, p = 0.852)

steps using child-directed speech and direct gaze increased children’s

did not lead to a significantly better model.

imitation of the less salient sliding action. For the more salient hopping
action, marking the boundary between the action manner and the
outcome did not increase the level of imitation that was already

6.3
Combined analysis of manner and outcome
depending on condition

high in the unmarked condition. Despite this, we do not find such an
effect for the non-communicatively marked control condition. These
results provide support for the hypothesis that communicative signals

We investigated the imitation of manner and outcome in the same

help children segment action sequences, but these effects are only

model to compare the effects of the experimental conditions for both

observable in less salient actions.

segments of the action sequence. In the first step, we compared a

Our results suggest that any effect of communicative signals at

model containing the interaction between Condition (Baseline, Com-

event boundary markers only generalises to the sliding action in our

municative, Control) and the action segment (Manner, Outcome) with

study. In contrast, the hopping action remained unaffected, and was

a null model. Due to a failure of convergence at the null model, we com-

copied at a comparatively high level independently of condition. It is

pared both models with trial number as the only random effect. The

possible that the hopping action used in our study is more readily iden-

model containing the interaction between Condition and Segment was

tified as an action unit due to its salience. Previous research has already

significantly better than the null model (χ2 (5) = 178.97, p < 0.001).

highlighted the role of salience in children’s imitation of actions. For

Within the full model, the only significant effect was that of Segment,

example, toddlers between 12−30 months were more likely to imitate

with Outcome segments being significantly more likely to be imitated

a hammering action compared to a less salient pulling action (Gampe

than Manner segments at baseline (β = 3.13, SE = 0.48, t = 6.49,

et al., 2016) and 12-month-olds were better at learning to anticipate

p < 0.001). All other p values are p > 0.20. These results are also visu-

reaches towards large, compared to small objects (Adam et al., 2016;

alised by Figure 2(a).

Henrichs et al., 2012). Therefore, the contribution of communicative
signals to goal-directed action segmentation might be to identify action
boundaries particularly in low salience actions.

7

DISCUSSION

As in previous studies (Carpenter et al., 2005; Southgate et al.,
2009), children imitated the outcome to a very high degree and our

We were interested in the role of communicative and non-

manipulation did not affect whether children put the animal into the

communicative signals in segmenting action sequences during

house. Previous studies attributed this difference to the importance of

child-directed action presentations. Our results showed that sep-

distinct goals versus the manner of the action (Bekkering et al., 2000;

arating a short action sequence by briefly interrupting the action

Carpenter et al., 2005). As previous studies by Hespos and colleagues
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(Hespos et al., 2009, 2010) have shown, children find it easier to

On the other hand, children may have interpreted the boundary

recognise events with clear distinctive outcomes, rather than transi-

marker in the control condition differently to the communicative inter-

tions between events.

ruption, due to differences in the valence and expressed intention. For

These results are compatible with theories emphasising the seg-

example, children might have interpreted the non-communicative con-

mentation and chunking of incoming information, such as Event Seg-

trol marker to indicate hesitation. In other studies, children of a simi-

mentation Theory (Zacks & Swallow, 2007; Zacks et al., 2007) and

lar age were sensitive to such information and imitated the intended

domain-general theories of chunking and bottlenecks (Christiansen &

goals of failed actions, instead of faithfully copying accidental actions

Chater, 2016; Isbilen et al., 2020). Event Segmentation Theory also sug-

(Carpenter et al., 1998). Therefore, they may have interpreted the part

gests that bottom-up and top-down processes influence the percep-

of the action preceding the ‘Hmmm’ as accidental and non-intentional,

tion of an incoming stream of events (Zacks & Swallow, 2007), such

and were therefore less inclined to imitate it. Similarly, the interruption

as the action sequence observed by the children in our study. Accord-

used in the communicative and control conditions also differed in terms

ing to Event Segmentation Theory, the way that an event is segmented

of valence of the interruption itself, and children may have perceived

affects how it is interpreted. Consequently, the segmentation of an

the ‘Hmmm’ as showing less positive affect towards the previously exe-

action should lead to a different interpretation of the action sequence.

cuted action and this may have lead to the—albeit not significant—

Whereas the uninterrupted action sequence is interpreted as ‘putting

decrease in imitated behaviour even for the hopping action. However,

the animal into the house’ (by any means), the interrupted event

in the baseline condition and the communicative condition, identical

sequence is interpreted as two separate events of ‘sliding’ and ‘putting

linguistic information was used, and the enthusiastic ‘Wow!’ was used

the animal into the house’. Crucially, because the hopping action is more

in both the baseline and the communicative condition, albeit at differ-

readily recognised, more salient, more repetitive and potentially has

ent temporal locations. Therefore, any difference observed between

clearer event boundaries, the hopping action may have already pro-

these conditions would be due to the position of the cue, rather than

vided sufficient information to be recognised as its own separate action

the amount and direction of emotional valence expressed by the model

sequence, and additional segmentation cues were not helpful.

in the interaction.

To explain why the communicative interruption increased the imi-

The communicative interruption of the action sequence in our study

tation of the sliding action when the non-communicative interrup-

does not support the interpretation of direct gaze and social signals

tion did not, it is possible to appeal to low-level perceptual features

as markers of ostension in this particular context for three reasons:

of direct gaze and infant-directed speech or higher-order inferences

(1) in our study, the entire action sequence was sandwiched between

about the communicative intent of the interruption. Communicative

the experimenter speaking to the child using communicative signals

signals have many properties that make them particularly suitable

at the beginning and the end of each trial, (2) the amount of commu-

for signalling event boundaries. For example, infants show a stimuli-

nicative signals remained the same, and only the temporal location of

specific preference towards gaze (Farroni et al., 2000, 2002; Michel,

one of them was varied. (3) Communicative signals typically precede

Pauen, et al., 2017; Michel, Wronski, et al., 2017) and infant-directed

relevant information, but in our study, they followed the part of the

speech (Dominey & Dodane, 2004), and direct gaze appears to inter-

action sequence that children were more likely to imitate. Given that

rupt working memory in adults (Wang & Apperly, 2016). However, so

the interaction between the child and the experimenter was already

far we do not know why these specific properties of direct gaze and

marked as a pedagogical interaction by the presence of communica-

child-directed speech make them suitable for action and event seg-

tive signals at the beginning of each trial, any additional communica-

mentation. In fact, other, non-social signals may have similar effects on

tive signals could only be used to further interpret the presented action

action segmentation and increase the imitation of action manner in this

sequence. Children might have been actively looking for an interpreta-

paradigm as long as the boundary-marking event is clearly identifiable

tion of the communicative interruption, and determined that the signal

as an intentional action. For instance, it is possible that a non-social,

intends to communicate the importance of the otherwise ignored man-

but clearly intentional ‘beep’ initiated by a button press may have had a

ner of the action as a relevant sub-action. Therefore, children may have

similar effect on action segmentation, comparable to the way that chil-

used the already established relevance of the action demonstration to

dren flexibly use an adult’s intentional placement of an item as a refer-

interpret the position of the communicative marker.

ential signal to identify the location of a hidden reward (Moore et al.,

Previous studies on the effect of communicative signals as indi-

2013, 2015). If this is the case, even a simple pause might be sufficient

cators of ostension have investigated the processing of objects (e.g.

to induce the segmentation of an action, if marked as intentional. For

Michel, Wronski, et al. 2017, Yoon et al., 2008, but see Silverstein et al.,

example, 6- (Sharon & Wynn, 1998) and 10–11-month-old (Baldwin

2019), or relatively short and simple actions (Hernik & Csibra, 2015).

et al., 2001) infants that have been familiarised with video sequences

But objects, unlike actions, are static. The temporal progression of an

of everyday actions look longer if the video sequence is paused within

unfolding action sequence might benefit from regular bursts of com-

an intentional action, compared to a pause between intentional actions.

municative signals to retain focus and attention. If this is the case,

Therefore, the effect might not be specific to social signals and any

the uninterrupted sliding action was potentially too long to sustain

pause may be sufficient to segment non-salient actions for children and

attention, and the communicative interruption provided a boost soon

subsequently increase their imitation.

enough after the action segment had ended.
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Whether we appeal to a lower-level or a higher-level interpretation of the results, our results also point towards a novel function of

processing, it may be possible to develop and enhance domain-general
models of learning.

communicative signals within action sequences. Interrupting an action
sequence communicatively provides important information on inter-
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